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“SWIFTS” was founded in January 1979 by Peter and Anne 

Gillespie who quickly gained the support and respect of 

valued customers as an industrial reseller providing an 

extensive product range, competitive pricing and service 

excellence. Key markets in the early years included the very 

lucrative gold mines and heavy industry in and around the 

then P.W.V. area.

The core business and focus has shifted over the last 30 

years to include two very competitive retail brands in “EDGE” 

precision cutting tools and “HERSCHELL” specialised 

industrial cleaners and lubricants. Consumers of these 

leading brands nationally enjoy the same winning business 

principles of service, price and product excellence offered by 

the SWIFTS team located in Johannesburg, Durban and Cape 

Town. Some consider SWIFTS informative selling techniques 

and on-going technical after-sales backup service a fresh 

approach to an otherwise technically deprived market sector.

The SWIFTS team have always actively applied their wealth 

of technical knowledge and acclaimed problem solving 

capabilities to develop products that meet the highest 

performance and quality standards.

EDGE and HERSCHELL products were born out of industry 

with the range and specifications formulated and refined to 

offer clients the very best value for money.

Fresh ideas, innovative merchandisers, meeting and 

exceeding customer’s expectations and considering 

ourselves as partners in our customer’s success are some of 

the tools that will contribute towards the sustainability of our 

products and services.

• Specialist lubricant, grease, aerosol and 
cleaning product manufacturer

• Importer and designer of HSS, Diamond, 
Tungsten Carbide and Carbon Steel cutting 
tools

• Unrivalled Value for Money
• Friendly Expertise
• Prompt Excellence

 We enjoy good market coverage on 
our imported retail geared “Edge” cutting 
tool and “coated abrasive” product lines and 
the trend is for respectable growth patterns 
to continue.” - Basil Gard

SWIFT Industrial Supply Company (SWIFTS)

“
 Our intention and goal is continued 
product growth through diversity with a strong 
emphasis placed on skills development 
in both the cutting tool, cleaning and 
lubrication sectors.” - Grant Gillespie

“

The Way Forward
The trend is set to continue with the Swifts team’s insatiable 
appetite for product development line extensions, rigorous 
marketing and advertising strategies, packaging and 
merchandising and a first class product training facility.

Focus will always be honed to the needs and expectations 
of the South African markets, however there are also exciting 
developments on the export front, particularly with the 
HERSCHELL brand north of SA’s borders.

Mission
To entrench SWIFTS in both the lubricant and cutting tool 
markets as the specialist and problem solving company 
through the manufacturing and importing of premium quality 
products at competitive prices and the proactive involvement 
with our clients on training and product educational matters.      

        We have cut our proverbial teeth on 
industry’s stringent quality expectations.”
- Peter Gillespie“



Swifts Highlights
Founded in January 1979 by Peter and Anne Gillespie

The focus originaly was the stocking and distributing of 
branded industrial and mining consumable lines, through 
pricing and service excellence.

Swifts rendered product and technical input to Lesotho 
Highlands Water Project in the late 1980’s.

1980’s and 90’s Supplied the hosing required in sinking most 
of the mine shafts in and around the then PWV area. 

Held the HSS cutting tool contract for over 20 years with 
Goldfield as well as Anglo America and Anglo-Vaal mines. 

Commissioned a manual operated aerosol filling plant in 
1986 for single product “Electrogliss”, a non-flammable multi- 
purpose lubricant, water dispersant and penetrating oil.

Over the years the core business moved from reselling 
to the importing/wholesaling of Edge and producing and 
distributing Herschell products.

In the years leading to 2009, SWIFTS had a tremendous input 
of specialist skills into the organization. 

2009 and 2010 proved to be challenging years with the 
commissioning of a brand new manufacturing plant and the 
associated  increased production volumes.

SWIFTS is proud to now have two aerosols filling lines, a 
surfactant (water based cleaner) blending plant and a grease 
manufacturing facility all under one roof in Germiston.

SWIFTS now offers over 350 product lines under the locally 
manufactured HERSCHELL banner, a range unmatched by 
competitors.

July 2012 Grant Gillespie who had been with the company 
for 10 years was appointed Managing Director with Peter 
Gillespie Chairman.

SWIFTS employ 36 staff members in Johannesburg, our Head 
Office, 3 in Durban/Pinetown and 4 in Cape Town/Montague 
Gardens.

People 
Peter Gillespie - Chairman

Peter Gillespie is fondly regarded by customers and staff for his 
calm, steady leadership style and business acumen.

Peter spotted the opportunity of becoming a ‘one stop’ industrial 
supplier to the gold mines and heavy industry and to successfully 
grow and diversify, creating and exploiting niches in the highly 
competitive lubricant and cutting tool markets.

A keen traveller and avid sports fan Peter’s drive and optimism 

made Swifts what it is today.

Grant Gillespie - Managing Director

Previously Marketing and Technical Sales Director, Grant is 

dedicated to customer services and product excellence, 

he has a passion for cars and a background in automotive 

engineering, and has developed a meticulous technical 

understanding of the company’s products.

An energetic, enthusiastic individual, Grant’s dynamism and 

determination have been key drivers behind the in-roads 

Swifts has made in the retail markets.

Grant is a keen motor sports fan and enjoys a wide range of 

activities, including Karate, Motor-cross, car racing, squash, 

golf and gym. The bushveld and conservation matters.

Doug Herschell - Technical Director

An enthusiastic Tribologist, Doug joined Swifts in March 1986 

to develop the company’s lubricants division.

He is known for his problem-solving abilities and loves to 
tackle a difficult lubrication-related problem that requires 
devising and manufacturing an appropriate solution.

Doug’s wide range of diverse interests includes Physics, 

Chemistry, Yellow Clivias and Astronomy.

Basil Gard - Sales and Operations Director

After several years in sales and buying in the Cycle industry, Basil 

acquired his first taste of the hardware retail market when he 

started managing an industrial adhesives factory in Cape Town.

Basil’s dedication, integrity and strong communication skills 

helped him to rise through the ranks in the industry and was 

appointed as a Director in 2005.

A ‘people person’ and family man at heart, Basil is inspired, 

entertained and motivated by his four very different and 

uniquely individual sons.
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 What is really encouraging 
and exciting is the merging of 
younger technical ability, drive 
and enthusiasim in Basil and I 
coupled with Doug and Peter’s 80 
years.” - Grant Gillespie

“
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From humble beginnings in 1986 when the first aerosol line 

was commissioned to supply customers a single product to 

a brand which today is offered to valued clients by all the top 

retail and hardware outlets in South Africa as well as North of 

our border. 

The range of more than 350 products includes over 180 

specialised aerosols and greases all neatly and informatively 

packaged and branded together with the innovative 

merchandising solutions available to retailers.

HERSCHELL prides itself on always supplying the Winning 

formula with each product developed in the HERSCHELL 

laboratory to meet the specific needs of the most demanding 

applications. HERSCHELL is seen by South African industry 

as a problem solving company with an insatiable appetite to 

develop the very best formulations for more than 25 years.

When purchasing HERSCHELL products, customers can 

rest assured that they are not only getting the best value for 

money quality products and unsurpassed after sales backup, 

but are also buying products made to the highest European 

environmental standards. 

The company is committed to supplying products that 

are PERC free whenever possible ( free of carcinogenic 

compounds) and produce and use their own surfactants that 

meet the highest environmental standards.
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Herschell Specialised cleaners and lubricants

 We challenge ourselves on a daily 
basis to formulate products and solutions 
for industries and customers unique and 
individual requirements. It’s what ‘feeds’ us 
and how we have become seen as a problem 
solving entity by our customers.”

“

 Performance without cleaning and    
lubrication is nothing.” - Ssshtig“

Whatever customers’ industrial, DIY cleaning or lubrication 
requirements, HERSCHELL offers solutions for:

• Boundary and barrier coating
• Mould releasing
• Lubricating
• Cleaning
• Machining
• Metal working
• Welding
• Cutting

For the HERSCHELL team the solution to every problem 
presents market opportunities to refine or formulate new 
products. This passion extends to the regular use of the 
SWIFTS on-site training facilities to provide Industry leading     
product education and training.

 Our locally formulated and 
manufactured products are seen in aviation, 
DIY, automotive, plastic moulding, mining, 
engineering, metal –working, machining and 
retail market sectors as viable alternative 
solution to more costly and no better imported 
products.” - Doug Herschell

“
• Fabricating
• Anti-corrosion
• Water displacement
• Maintaining
• Water proofing
• or to add sparkle and lustre 
• or simply for advice
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Edge Precision cutting tools
The extensive range of Edge precision cutting tools offers 
customers value for money or simply put the lowest cost per 
hole. 

The specification of every EDGE product has been developed 
and refined over more than 30 years to meet the specific 
demands of industry and provide optimum performance and 
premium quality. 

Each power tool accessory has been designed and fabricated 
to the highest standards using the latest manufacturing 
techniques.

EDGE is seen by South African industry as a brand committed 
to problem solving in the cutting tool and HSS markets and 
offering unrivalled after sales backup.

The EDGE range includes tools sold individually and in sets for 
everyday and specialised and heavy industrial applications 
including:
• Drill bits; HSS, glass and tile, diamond, tungsten carbide,  

masonry, mortar and wood
• Thread cutting tools taps and die’s
• Augers, hole saws, cutting discs and jig saw blades
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Retailers store owners and managers stock and support the 
brand and are confident that EDGE offers:
• The best value
• Industry leading products which will meet the exacting 

needs of even the most discerning industrial clients.
• A wide range of sales boosting merchandising units.
• Attractive, user friendly and tamper proof packaging.
• Industry leading product education and training for trade 

counter staff and customers with unlimited use of SWIFTS 
training facilities.

• Extensive range stocked nationally.

 We are continually learning from our 
customers and competition but our competitive 
edge stems from technical expertise on the 
problem solving front and the enthusiastic 
approach we take implementing the required 
changes.”

“

 We constantly assess our strengths 
and weaknesses and how we can improve 
our service, packaging and products.” 
- Grant Gillespie

“
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Johannesburg
(Head Office)
T 011 827 5935
F 011 824 2125
E jhb@swifts.co.za
1 Molten St
Delville Ext 4
Germiston

Durban
T 031 701 9498
E dbn@swifts.co.za
11 Ross Mead
14 Malone Road
Maxmead
3610

Cape Town
T 021 555 0535
F 021 555 0411
E cpt@swifts.co.za
Unit 7 Ganci Park
7 Stella Road
Montague Gardens
Cape Town


